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ABSTRACT 
Security visualization is one of the major area where most of the research is going on in 
visualizing the network nature for the systems.To localize the unique node failures in the 
network by the measurement paths must show different symptoms under deferent failure 
events. Most of the tools are only picturzed the details, by monitoring certain items in the 
network/server and is not defining where the problem is occurring and suggestion 
towards how to recover from the same. This proposed system project the in detailed view 
of how the problem occurred and possible solution for the servers. We implement the 
solution of this unique node failure localizer by the Intrusion related information. This 
recommendation system provides the details and visualizes the network information's 
accurately and also visualizing that how the problem occurred and possible solution for the 
servers to recover the failure occurred in unique node in the communication network.  
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INTRODUCTION 

 
 In the present days, there are many major techniques and technological jargons dominating the security 
related stuffs in the IT industry. Many companies are focusing towards projecting their monitoring products in 
this evolving field. Many of the existing IDE’s like IBM tivoli, spice works, xymon, inter mapper are some of 
the major tools available in the market. Most of the tools are picturzed by monitoring certain items in 
network/server. The Security issues in network topology are one of the major areas where most of the research 
is going on in visualizing the network nature for the systems. Due to vulnerability attacks and projection matrix 
manipulation, many researchers are directed towards security monitoring measures and preventive techniques 
against intrusions. Network tomography is an important area of network measurement, which deals with 
monitoring the health of various links in a network using end-to-end probes sent by agents located at vantage 
points in the network / Internet. In this proposals, the technical perspective of existing admin IDE’s such as 
Endpoint Connectivity (Host / Server Monitoring) to access the both server socket and client socket, then to Log 
the packet traces and server logs to monitoring the security issues in the network, then the port activity is used to 
trace the server port and client protocol and then we used to detect the intrusions in the network. It focuses on 
many important areas includes host/server monitoring, internal and external monitoring, port activity and attack 
patterns. By using the attack patterns data to visualize the attacked nodes and describes the recovery pattern to 
recover the attacked nodes in the network. 
 The objective of the proposed work is to Network Trace and system activity can be Visualization and 
security events from the server and the interaction with the client were visualized in the module and also User 
contexts information were visualized. The scope of the proposal is to visualize all server status and activity and 
security events with client interaction in the Network.  
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Literature survey:  
 From the literature survey, our article got some reference about already existing systems in the market 
which focuses only on the major technical perceptions for our proposed network Security layers. In the security 
layer, only four layers that are available in existing systems like IBMTivoli, spice works, xymon, and inter 
mapper are as follows:  

 

2.1 Limitation Of Existing System:  

 Accurate and timely knowledge of internal network states such acing, delays on individual links is essential 

for various network Operations such as route selection, resource allocation, And fault diagnosis. Directly 

measuring the performance of Individual network elements for instance nodes/links is, however, not always 

feasible due to the traffic overhead of the measurement Process and a lack of support at internal network 

elements for making such measurements. These limitations motivate the need for external approaches, where we 

infer the states of internal network elements by measuring the performance between pairs of nodes with 

monitoring capabilities, hereafter referred to as monitors Compared to hop-by-hop measurements, end-to-end 

measurements between monitors impose a challenge to extracting network state as each end-to-end 

measurement contains performance information about multiple network elements along the measurement path, 

has the advantage of requiring minimal cooperation from internal nodes[1]. .  

 

2.2 Existing Visualization Techniques And Problem:  

 There are few techniques namely, Andrews Plots, Parallel Coordinate Plots and m-and-n plots to display the 

multidimensional data. The data result will be displayed through concurrent multiple views that are linked 

between drawing lines and the points from another different view, which is corresponding to the same 

specification. However, a researcher still needs to address the multidimensional data visualization problems, 

which are associated to the technique of extracting low-dimensional displaying. Likewise, it cannot be 

employed automatically for high-dimensional data if the data set size is too large. This is one of the main 

drawbacks if the existing systems [2]. There are number of techniques in the visualization area that can be 

applied on the network monitoring system. There are one dimensional (1D), 2D, 3D and high multidimensional 

data, which can be presented by using relevant visualization [2].There are number of tools in the visualization 

area that have applied on the network monitoring. Commonly, network security monitoring is the part that most 

of the visualization applications have focused on more compared with others. Information on malicious attacks 

that have been triggered on an abnormal detection device will be presented to the network administrator [3]. 

There are some other areas that visualization tools have focused on such as telephone networks and network 

management. The major problem for network traffic analysis remains to the constantly increasing volume of 

network traffic and the inability of conventional network monitoring tools that can provide a good overview of 

traffic patterns [3]  

 

2.3 Existing Visualization Tools In Network Monitoring: 

 Other network security visualizations such as Spinning Cube of Potential Doom (SCPD) is designed for 

network professional and also presented simple information on the network security frequency and threats 

extent to beginner [4]. An example of SCPD has been shown in complete map of internet address space 

indicating the frequency and origin of scanning activity will be provided by SCPD. User can be able to visualize 

easily about the sensor data from a large network. Rainbow color map has been used for the cube colors dots of 

incomplete connections [3]. Ports cans on a single host represented by vertical lines and others scan across hosts 

will be represented by horizontal lines. Data is dumped to a file or piped through a file stream without an 

organization to the semantics of the data. Due to lack of discarded of the query interface in the traditional 

network monitoring system, network administrators have to be responsible for managing and defining the huge 

and complicated data. New approach was taken by Giga scope. It has applied a SQL interface to the network 

monitoring system, greatly simplifying the task of administering and interpreting a flow of data. The clear 

semantics of the data streams allow this tool to perform aggressive optimizations, such as completing most or all 

of a query on the Network Interface Card (NIC)[6].There were some of the tools that used to study about the 2D 

and 3D representations such as See Net and SeeNet3D[7][8]. Helix-based graph layout and geographical 

representations are the techniques' examples [5]. Based on these tools, telephone network can be monitored for 

detecting an anomaly [9]. Techniques such as zooming, panning, rotation described in [10] can be used to 

interact with the represent actions. Ci child is a client and server Visualization tool which is designed with 

remote data generation and machine Independence in order to allow the user to view real time network data in 

3D visualization. The displayed data is transmitted from servers to the client engine [11]. It presents high-

quality 3D, animated visualizations of a wide range of Network analysis related data sets for the user [11].Cyber 

Net is a project to present network management in automatically build virtual environment shows the Cyber Net 

framework. It is implemented by using Java, Visual Reality Machine Language (VRML) and CORBA [12].  
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From this above survey, we found that  We couldn’t identify or specify the implication of the major disaster or 

network flaw in a system. And they didn’t specify the exact pin point of issue and precautionary measures.  

 This proposed work provides the details or visualize the network information's appropriately. Considering a 

server’s performance or response towards the host is slow. In that case, the existing system is not defining where 

the problem is occurring and suggestion towards how to recover from the same. In our system, we are trying to 

project the detailed view of how the problem occurred and possible solution for the servers. We are using 

Intrusion related information's were considered and precautionary measures towards intrusions will be addressed 

in our future work. This future work is to enhance this proposal idea into as PLUGINS for those existing IDE’s. 

 

3. Architecture: 

3.1 Overview Of Network Monitoring Problems: 

 In order to identify the problem, there are two types of monitoring, namely, real time monitoring and 

historical data collection or analysis. Real time monitoring involves incorporation of a trouble ticket and alerting 

system. Ideally, the monitoring tool can visualize the users, when a network routing problem and unusual 

condition occurs (such as mis-configured devices, virus or worm attack, and application faults). Historical data 

collection and analysis involve two activities, data collection and data viewing. Data collection includes the 

recording of long term uptime, usage and performance statistics in order to graph and analyze the data. Both 

monitoring forms are able. 

 

 
   

Fig. 1: A sketch showing the coordinate calculation of a host position. 

 

 In figure 1, Secure Shell (SSH), is a UNIX-based command interface and protocol for securely getting 

access to a remote nodes i.e computer. It is widely used by network administrators to control Web and other 

kinds of servers remotely and it sometimes known as Secure Socket Shell, The attraction forces from SMTP 

(Simple Mail Transfer Protocol) which is observed by some of the nodes by some traces of host. It is used to 

provide consistency for the Observation host nodes in the network. IMAP (Internet Message Access Protocol) is 

a standard protocol for accessing e-mail from your local server. The latest version is IMAP (Version 4) is a 

client/server protocol in which e-mail is received and held for you by your Internet server. After tracing of the 

host, the observation node is undefined it again goes to trace, if the host node is defined it access HTTP protocol 

80 and the web document is identified by using DNS trace. DNS trace is used to map the defined text i.e. 

website address into particular protocol and by using that protocol to identify the website address.    

 In the server, most of the data files are secured in a encrypted manner due to the security issues. So, it 

increases the time complexity in monitors to visualize the corrupted data and number of packets is send and 

received by the client nodes. So, the “TCP-NO-DELAY” option to disable the TCP/IP Nagle algorithm, g which 

avoids the self-clocking of data packets which is less than the Maximum Transmission Unit (MTU) size to be 

sent out immediately. 

 In the existing system, they’ve proposed various techniques in visualizing the network data. But 

unfortunately, they didn’t specify the exact pin point of issue and precautionary measures. For instance, when 

the Server crash occurs, all the available data are lost. So the existing IDE’s contain very huge drawback within 

it. 

 In our proposed recommendation system, the security events from the server and the interaction with the 

client were visualized. All the system process of server and also User contexts information were visualized. 

Traces of the data navigation happening in the network seeing data’s in visualization manner. 

 The total operation of the proposed system is categorized in two ways. They are  

i. Request From Client to Server: 

ii. Response From Server to Client: 
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3.1.1 Request from client to server: 

 The client is directly accessed to the server in three variety of user access as follows 

 Network related access to the server 

 Security related access to the server 

 Data related access to the server. 

 

 
 

Fig. 2: Proposed System Architecture. 

 

3.1.2 Response from server to client: 

 There are several strategies or events to accept the response from server by requested client as follows  

 Network events using path traces 

 Security events using Apriori algorithm 

 Application log events using Message type extraction mechanism 

 User context details to discover the potential user access behavior. 

 

3.2 Automation Theorey: 

 

 
 

Fig. 3: Automation Theory. 

 

 In the figure 3, the complete network automation theory is described here. Here, SVC host WDF host 

SPOOL device WUDF host, SYNTPLPR, WLIDSVC, are executable files that are otherwise called as windows 

existing drivers to manipulating the client server connection in the network. SVC host stands for Service host is 

a system process that reduces the resource consumption to host the multiple windows services. These services 

are implemented in DLL. WUDF host is used to sending a lot of data to a local IP address. SPOOLS are used to 

queuing the collection and task to complete without tie-up with computers i.e. it provides concurrency. 

WLIDSVC are windows live id service to monitor the one or more windows live clients. These are services 

modules that are run in the background of every windows client’s machine.  
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Fig. 4: Data passes the node through network. 

 
 

Fig. 5: Data passes to node-node. 

 

3.3 Proposed Methodologies: 

 In this proposal, Data mining is an essential practice and approach in the analysis and intelligence process 

by using this automation. This automation practice is applied in analysis and intelligence process where 

extracting of hidden predictive information from the large data base. Data from the intermediate database will be 

classified, restructured, and rearranged. The data from several host like SVC host, WDF host data are need to 

visualize by using data mining from the several database domains in the server. An update of captured data from 

the database can be classified from time to time continuously. In order to produce comprehensive output (input 

for visualization methodologies repository), process classification will base on the created algorithm to produce 

the output. The output will be used as an input in the visualization methodologies repository. Input will be 

evaluated according to the data type and later will be fixed with the appropriate selected visualization 

techniques.  

 

 
Fig. 6: Data and Process Flow Process. 

 

 In this proposed work, there are four types of accession to the server such as NETWORK, SECURITY, 

USER and DATA parameters to access the server, server provides the response towards the requested client and 

the chart related of visualization to server to the requested client.  

 The system will make sure the visualization techniques are matching accordingly. The agent named 

receptionist R1works to record and keep track of the updates from the process analysis. At the same time, 

receptionist R2 takes responsibility to ensure the consistency and efficiency on every single updated output and 

input between outputs from the analysis process and input for the visualization. By using this automation, data is 

get from server database by using data mining technique, then the server send respond message to the requested 

client. 

 In this proposal, several steps are includes exhibiting its automation by the following techniques as follows: 

 

a. Endpoint Connectivity  (Host / Server Monitoring): 

i. Connectivity with the host and server will  be monitoring for any downfall time 

ii. Utilization of the system – details about the host vs server utilization.  

iii. Number of accessible users - Calculating the individual and concurrent users on the system. 
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b. Logging: 

i. Packet Traces – tracing the packets traversing between the systems. 

ii. Server logs – monitoring the security, application logs in the server.  

 

c. Port activity: 

i. Server Vs host interactions – monitor the port and protocol used in communication. 

ii. level of activity through the port 

 

 

d.  Intrusion detection: 

i. Intrusion alerts – alerts create by the developers on anonymous activities. 

ii. DNS traces – recording anonymous entries in the domain. 

 

 This is the survey of analyzing the performance strategy of monitoring the exact pinpoint of issue occurring 

in that node and by using this strategy, to found out the exact flaw in the Network and provides the 

precautionary measures for overcoming the issue by the identification of survey.it could identify or specify the 

implication of the major disaster or network flaw in a system 

 The proposed work describe the following working modules 

1. Network Trace / system activity Visualization module  

2. Security Events Visualization Module  

3. Application and Log Events Visualization Module 

4.    User Context of Visualization Module 

 

3.3.1 Network Trace/System activity Visualization module: 

 The network tracing problem is to design an algorithm that takes as input a trace set that is generable from a 

network, and produces a network N such that is generable from N and not from any other network. 

          Following items were visualized under this module: Complete Input/output busy time since the server 

started will be taken.  Complete CPU busy schedule will be monitored since the last server was started. 

Complete Input/output Reads (Calculated as several bytes) since the last server was started. Latest number of 

seconds Input / Output reads was happening in the system. The data will be calculated in bytes. A Complete 

Input / Output Operation Writes (Calculating the data in terms of bytes) since the last server was started .Latest 

number of seconds where Input /Output Writes were happening (The data were calculated in terms of byte) Path 

tracing is a graphical method of rendering traces of the data navigation happening in the network such that the 

global illumination is faithful to reality. This algorithm is integrating over all accumulation of data arriving to a 

single point on the surface of an object. This accumulation is then reduced by a into sub paths based on the 

different access points in different intervals. Following items were visualized under this module. Number of 

total packet reads (In terms of bytes) since the last server was started. Latest packets reads in a specific interval 

(Data read in bytes) . Number of total writes on the packets ( In terms of bytes) since the last server starts. Latest 

packets write in a specific interval (Data read in bytes). Connection established since the laster server starts in a 

specific interval (Data read in bytes). 

  

 
 

Fig. 7: Network Trace/System activity Visualization. 

 

3.3.2 Security Events Visualization:  

  Security events from the server and the interaction with the client were visualized in the module 

.Detailed analytical values of a login has been added or removed as a database user to a database. Detailed 

analytical values of a login was added or removed from a fixed server role. Detailed analytical values of a login 
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has been added to or removed from a role. Detailed analytical values of a database role was added to or removed 

from a database. Detailed analytical values of a login has been added or removed. Detailed analytical values of a 

password have been changed for an application role. Detailed analytical values of a backup or restore statement 

has been issued. Reports audit messages related to Service Broker dialog security. Reports audit messages 

related to Service Broker transport security. Indicates that an audit trace modification has been made.   Indicates 

that the permissions to change the owner of a database have been checked. 

 

 
 

Fig. 8: Security Events Visualization Process 

 

3.3.3 .Application and Log Events Visualization Module:  

 Security events from the server and the interaction with the client were visualized in the module:  successful 

trusted logins, successful non-trusted logins,  failed user logins, insufficient resources events 

 

 
 

Fig. 9: User Login Process. 

 

3.3.4. USER CONTEXTS Visualization Module: 

         User contexts information were visualized in the module: Identity management indicates the management 

of individual identifiers, their authentication, authorization and privileges/permissions within or across system 

and enterprise boundaries with the goal of increasing security and productivity.  Identity management systems, 

products, applications, and platforms are commercial Identity management solutions implemented for 

enterprises and organizations.  

 

 
 

Fig. 10: USER CONTEXTS Visualization system. 

 

 Technologies, services, and terms related to Identity management include Active Directory, Service 

Providers, Identity Providers, Web Services, Access control, Digital Identities, Password Managers, Single 

Sign-on, Security Tokens, and Security Token Services. 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

 

 In the existing system, they’ve proposed various techniques in visualizing the network data. But 

unfortunately, they couldn’t identify or specify the implication of the major disaster or network flaw in a system.  

This proposed methodology provides the details or visualize the network information's. But they didn’t specify 

the exact pin point of issue and precautionary measures. 

 Considering a server’s performance or response towards the host is slow. In that case, the existing system is 

not defining where the problem is occurring and suggestion towards how to recover from the same. Through this 

work, the detailed view of how the problem occurred and possible solution for the servers are focused.  

 

4.1 Proposed Algorithm: 

1. Input:  Display sequence of sever client activities.  

2. output: Monitor the report of sever client activities 

3. PSEUDOCODE: 

4. Create a Server Socket and requested client Socket which is bind it to the port.  

5. Request a connection with the server through client socket 

6. Do 

7. if (Server reads client IP address to synchronize) then 

8. clients respond to send its IP address to the server 

9. if (Hold IP both address)then 

10. else if (Trace the port and protocol) 

11. Establish a connection between server and client.  

12. To transfer data connection between them through sockets.  

13. Data are passed in the destination are checked by using the PING algorithm. 

14. if (IP address Released) 

15. then 

16. all Socket links are terminated. 

17. else 

18. error through delay of data are identifiable; 

19. Then, scan the delay type of error and visualize in display.//Monitors 

20. Identify the precautionary measures to resolve the error. 

21. end 

22. else if (visualize monitors) 

23. Deal with damaged or lost frame then with last or lost ACK then with delay ACK 

24. Then to update it in the Server and the client to display. 

25. else  

26. Server trace the another IP address of clients to respond its request. 

27. end 

28. end 

29. end 

    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 11: Graphical Representations of Performance Analysis. 
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Fig. 12: Graphical view of network Model. 

 These are the screenshot of proposed work, the first image is the Login Page to log on the user SQL 

SERVER 2008 R2 id, after authentication it process the networks confirmation and access the network drivers 

such as SVC host, WSDL drivers, and WLID drivers. After accessing the driver information, it stored in the 

SQL Server 2008 R2 users database. Then to display the driver information that are stored in the users database. 

Based on the user database data, information are aligned automatically to display as a Bar chart.  

 

 
 

Fig. 13: Server and its status level formation. 

 

 After collecting all data in the user database it display as bar chart and the collection all the bar chart data 

are aligned automatically to display as general pie chart. This pie chart and bar chart data are passed and 

displayed in Visual Studio through opening the connection in SQL SERVER 2008 R2. After opening the 

connection of SQL server 2008 R2 it passes the data through data sets by using Data Adapter in Visual Studio 

2010 through SQL SERVER 2008 R2. In figure13, Server status in connection with threads and busy schedule 

are clearly defined and presented with complete analysis. 

4.2 Server Level Status Information: 

 If the server is idle, no-operation is performed. But incase the server respond the client request then the 

server idle notation must be varied (i.e. range value decreases) then the I/O and CPU busy status must increases. 

 

 
 

Fig. 14: Packet Trace Status Information. 

 

4.3 Packet Trace Status Information: 

 Packet Traces – tracing the packets traversing between the systems for setting up the intrusion alerts to 

created by the developers on anonymous activities and then for the DNS traces to recording anonymous entries 

in the server domain. In this recorded data we need to visualize the delayed packet and provides the 

precautionary measures to recover the delayed or error packet data. 
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Fig. 15: Packet Trace Status Information. 

 

4.4 Network Trace Module: 

 Here, we trace the packets of last ACK module, last execution request on the server that is read or write 

happening on the server. If the last ACK is not received, it trace the all the packets send and received in the 

client and both packet ratio’s are matched, no error is found, instead of ratios are not matched the delayed error 

are founded by matching the sender side and receiver packet ratio’s. 

 

 
 

Fig. 16: Transition Diagram for Automation. 

 

 In this algorithm, it reduces the time complexity for finding the error occurred in any node at that same 

instance it increases the efficiencies of recovering the error node in the network by using this automation theory. 

 

Conclusions And Future Enchancement: 

 This proposed work provides the details or visualize the network information's appropriately. Considering a 

server’s performance or response towards the host is slow.  In the proposed system, we are trying to project the 

detailed view of how the problem occurred and possible solution for the servers. Security events from the server 

and the interaction with the client were visualized.  All the system process of server and also User contexts 

information were visualized. The traces of the data navigation happening in the network seeing data’s in 

visualization manner. Intrusion related information was considered and precautionary measures towards 

intrusion will be addressed in our future work. This future work can be enhancing into“PLUGINS” for those 

existing IDE’s. 
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